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• Distinguishing Characteristics: Essentially similar in climate and economic activity to the 
Northwest Territories, the Yukon Territories' eastern border straddles the Continental divide, 
and lies within the Rocky Mountain range. 
British Columbia(BC) 
• Population: 3.3 million 
• Provincial Capitol: Victoria (Pop. 285,000, on island across the strait from Vancouver) 
• Principal Industries: Financial, manufacturing, fishing 
• Distinguishing Characteristics: 'This westernmost province is very mountainous. The coastal 
area enjoys warm summers, the longest frost-free season in Canada, and mild, wet winters. 
Inland there are greater ranges of temperature and much less rainfall. The north has long, cold 
winters, short cool summers and moderate precipitation.'1 Vancouver is a large, cosmopolitan 
city (pop 1.6 million) situated on a series of bays, creating a natural center for trade and 
commerce. It has a high (30+%) Asian and East Indian immigrant population, and as such 
seems a very culturally international city. 
Alberta (AB) 
• Population: 2.5 million 
• Provincial Capitol: Edmonton (Pop 816,000) 
• Principal Industries: Oil & gas, cattle farming, agriculture, forestry, tourism 
• Distinguishing Characteristics: The province of Alberta covers over 600,000 square 
kilometers. The state motto is "Fortis et liber" ("Strong & Free"), which reflects the independent 
nature of many Albertans. Named after Princess Louise Alberta (Daughter of Queen Victoria 
and Albert), Alberta joined the Canadian federation in 1905. Its primary industries are natural 
resource based. Trapping opened the area up, and agriculture followed. Oil was discovered in 
1914, and has been a center for growth since then. Forest related industries are growing 
increasingly important, as well as tourism, which draws people to its abundant outdoor 
activities offered. The province is bordered to the east of the flat plains of Saskatchewan, and 
by the Rocky Mountains and British Columbia to the west. While Edmonton is the provincial 
capital, the extremely clean and orderly city of Calgary (Pop 730,000) tends to be the business 
center where many corporations are headquartered or have their business offices located. 
Edmonton, and to a lesser degree Red Deer tends to be the manufacturing and oil & gas 
servicing hub of the province. The southern part of Alberta is a dry, treeless prairie, changing 
toward the north to mixed forests. Winters are cold and dry; summers are warm.'2 
Saskatchewan(SK) 
• Population: 990,000 
• Provincial Capitol: Regina (Pop. 200,000) 
• Principal Industries: Wheat, oil & gas, specialty wood products, mining 
• Distinguishing Characteristics: Saskatchewan is well known for its extremely flat southern 
wheat-plains, however at 570,000 square kilometers, it is also has over 15% of its land area 
covered by freshwater lakes. Saskatchewan has a burgeoning specialty wood products 
industry, with a particular emphasis on oriented strand board products, and manufacturing 
machinery. There is an expansion of pulp-and-paper production in north-Central 
Saskatchewan, with large-scale harvesting of burned timber occurring as well. Additional 
economic activity includes the eco-tourism industry, and specialty forest products for use in 
1 Doing Business in Canada, 1994, Price Waterhouse, Pg3 




center.' New Brunswick, (as well as all the Maritime Provinces), have moderate yet snowy 
winters, and warm summers. 
Nova Scotia (NS) 
• Population: 900,000 
• Provincial Capitol: Halifax (Pop. 315,000) 
• Principal Industries: Fisheries, oil & gas, tourism, shipbuilding 
• Distinguishing Characteristics: 'Nova Scotia is a peninsular province almost surrounded by 
water; most of its mainland is in low relief. Winters are stormy on the Atlantic coast, and fog is 
common all year. Halifax, the capital city, is situated on one of the best landlocked harbors in 
the world.'6 Continuing the tradition of Nova Scotia's economy being based on the sea, in 
addition to ship-building and a Navy shipyard, Nova Scotia is benefiting from the increased oil 
& gas exploration and drilling within the maritime region. The province is strongly influenced by 
its Scottish roots, and Gaelic is still spoken on Cape Breton Island. 
Prince Edward Island (PE) 
• Population: 130,000 
• Provincial Capitol: Charlottetown (Pop. 20,000) 
• Principal Industries: Farming (principally potatoes), tourism, fisheries 
• Distinguishing Characteristics: Until recently, Prince Edward Island was accessible only by 
ferry during the months when the Northumberland Strait was unfrozen. This has helped to 
keep the island in its rural atmosphere, characterized by rolling-hills, farmland, harbors and 
sandy shores except for its one major city, Charlottetown. Beginning Spring, 1997, a causeway 
/ bridge has been opened connecting the island to the mainland. The construction has been 
controversial, due to fears of environmental damage from the bridge, and a diminished way of 
life to the islanders. This has been tempered by the increased tourism and commercial activity 
that the connection will no-doubt bring. Although due to its relatively small size (as compared to 
Canada's vast provinces and territories), PEI is Canada's most densely populated province 
but it remains a very quiet, rural unblemished landscape. 
Newfoundland (NF) 
• Population: 570,000 
• Provincial Capitol: St. John's (Pop. 100,000) 
• Principal Industries: Fisheries 
• Distinguishing Characteristics: Newfoundland is one province comprised of two very 
different parts: The somewhat developed island of Newfoundland, and the mainland and 
mostly wilderness portion, Labrador. These are both the province of Newfoundland yet 
referred to with different names. In 1497, the Englishman John Cabot landed somewhere on 
the Newfoundland coast (the exact location a subject of great debate) - the modern 'discovery' 
of Canada. In 1949, Newfoundland was the last province to join Canadian federation; before 
that it was a British colony. Due to this, and partly its geographical separation from the rest of 
the country, Newfoundland sometimes thinks of itself as a semi-autonomous country within 
itself. In the smaller towns and villages, speech and lifestyle are reminiscent of an earlier 
century. Characterized by large (20 children per family would not be uncommon), strongly 
religious families, the Newfoundlanders are fiercely proud and vocal society. With an economy 









• Bacteria known as Thiobacillus ferroxidans and Leptospirillum ferroxidans are 
sprayed on piles of refractory ore . These 'bugs', eat away at the sulfur, iron and 
other minerals that trap the gold within the ore. Using this process, this 
otherwise waste-ore can be processed using conventional leaching processes. 
• Chlorination: Historically, chlorination was the main gold-leaching agent used prior to 
the adoption of cyanide in the 1800's. Its main application is now for the passivation of 
preg-robbing carbonaceous ores prior to the cyanide leaching. The ore slurry is sparged 
with chlorine in closed tanks under moderate heat and retention times. Chlorination is 
unsuitable for the pretreatment of ores with high sulfur contents due to excessive 
chlorine consumption. 
• Crushing: 
• Cyanidation: A method of extracting gold or silver by dissolving it in a weak solution of 
sodium or potassium cyanide 
• Dore' bars: Bars of impure gold (containing up to 90% gold). Dore' bars are sent to a 
refinery for further processing 
• Gravity concentration: 
• Grinding 
• stirred ball mills, 
• high-pressure grinding rolls 
• Semi-autogenous grinding: 
• Ultra-Fine Grinding: The finer the grind before oxidation, the less extreme are 
the conditions required for oxidation. Because less oxygen is used, and at a 
lower temperature, cheaper autoclaves can be used.' 
• Merrill Crowe: Merrill Crowe is a specific process which involves filtering out particulate 
from a pregnant solution, and then 'cementing' gold and silver through adding zinc dust 
to the solution. This solution is then precipitated. Merrill Crowe is often used if the 
solution has a 0.5 -1 oz/ton silver content, otherwise carbon absorption is used. 
Oxygen is deemed detrimental to the reaction, and therefore not used. 
• Precipitation: Gold is precipitated from the solution electrolytically or by chemical 
substitution. 
• Refining: The crude gold is melted and chlorine is bubbled through the molten metal 
converting all the other metals to chlorides which are floated off. This yields 99.5% pure 
gold which is cast into anodes. In electrorefining, an electric current is passed through 
an electrolyte solution, and the anodes are gradually dissolved and deposited on the 
cathodes. This yields 99.99% gold, which is removed, melted and cast into bars. In the 
case of electrostripping, the anode does not dissolve. 
• Roasting: Refractory ore containing carbon is roasted to over 1000 Deg. F, burning off 
the sulfides and carbon. 'Roasting has the advantage of being proven technology, but 
there are still environmental concerns with the process that must be addressed, usually, 
recoveries are not as high as those achieved through bio-oxidation, but, generally 
speaking, neither are the capital costs.'14 The roasting generally occurs under the 
presence of pure oxygen. The high oxygen demands generally require on-site cryogenic 





AirLiquide will look for alternative or supplementary PSA suppliers to 
meet its volume, delivery and reliability needs. 
SeQual has recently placed a tonnage-sized oxygen unit into an Australian mine. 
ARC does not 'own the market', and must now respond to competitive pressures in 
the mining segment too. While it can be assumed that scenario A) is most likely, due 
to upcoming competitive pressures, and the need for the utmost in reliability, ARC 
will have to limit its price increases to those that can be justified with capacity or 
reliability increases, and strive to offer specified outputs, and long-term reliability. 
8. Tailings, Cyanide treatment with Ozone 
Environmental concerns are currently one of the greatest factors affecting mine 
design and financial feasibility today. Before any mine can be approved by local and Federal 
authorities, a complete environmental assessment, maintenance and reclaim plan must be 
performed by the prospective mine. In many cases, the most efficient or cost-effective 
sulfide-ore treatment method may be passed-over due to its potential environmental impact 
Roasting and smelters produce sulfur which leads to sulfuric acid, and ash contaminated 
with heavy metals, In-situ and heap-leaching threatens to leak cyanide into groundwater, 
Bio-oxidation uses an acid base, and pressure-oxidation threatens massive contamination 
due to autoclave pressure-failure, as well as the problem with disposal of sulfuric or nitric 
acid concentrate. With cyanidation leaching, there is the a problem with cyanide runoff and 
disposal to contend with, in some ways it is the 'cleanest' of the ore-processing steps. Due 
to the high cost of cyanide, it makes sense for most mines to recycle as much 'spent' 
cyanide solution as possible for leaching re-use. As well, re-used cyanide does not threaten 
water-tables, or need to be disposed of at high cost. 
Canadian and US regulations allow a maximum of 1 PPM cyanide contamination of 
decant water from the mine leach-circuit contained in trailings dam. Although some 
international mine-sites may allow more, or have lax enforcement of regulations, the 
international tide is turning towards forcing mines to keep their sites environmentally safe-
for Tajikstan's Zeravshan Valley gold district, the Tajikstan government requires Nelson, a 
Canadian mining company in joint venture with the government, to keep cyanide 
concentrations to 1 PPM maximum, matching the North American specifications. For this 
they utilize ozone detoxification. Bateman Engineering, out of Denver, specified (2) x 30o' 
IbVday ozone units for this purpose. 
Neutralizing methods employed depend on a number of factors 
Various methods exist for neutralizing waste trailings from the C.I.L. train thev 
include: ' 
• Ozone detoxification 
• Oxidization with Peroxide 
• Oxidation with Oxygen 
• Chlorination 
• While waste treatment with ozone or oxygen may not present the greatest potential 
market as it stands by itself, it is a complementary segment as reached through the 
engineering company contacts forged for mine processing implementations. 
Gold Mines to target 
Canadian Gold Ore: 
• Presence of Sulfides 
• Mine development stage 
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• Existence of mill over-capacity 
Mine Economics: 
Oftentimes, smaller gold companies, unable to mount a major gold-mining endeavor due to 
lack of financial resources, will endeavor to treat the trailings from existing or long-since 
closed international mines. Current on-site processing may involve mechanical methods 
only, such as flotation only, leaving piles of ore concentrate with slight recoverable gold 
content. Because of the low gold content, economics of treating are questionable, and may 
depend on many factors, such as the price of cyanide, price of gold, country taxes and cost 
of capital, etc. If it is deemed as economically unfeasible, then the tailings will be left to sit, 
waiting for future advances or changes in the operating factors. Oftentimes, the use of pure 
oxygen in the leach circuit, whose cost may only be a fraction of the cyanide or capital cost, 
can significantly increase the residence time (thereby increasing total throughput, as much ' 
as doubling the rate), increase gold recovery rates slightly (depending on the ore type, 1-
30% increase), and decreasing cyanide usage (up to 40%). While oxygen may not have 
been considered due to a mine's remoteness, use of PSA could essentially put the project's 
economics 'over the top'. Mitigating factors include the local price of cyanide, which may 
account for 60%+ of operating expenses 
Silver: 
Silver is oftentimes found within gold ore. Using pressure oxidation ore treatment, silver is 
usually dropped-out as jarosite, and thus not recovered. Due to silver's low price, it is 
oftentimes not economical to recover silver, given the extreme margin benefits obtained 
from concentrating on recovering an ore's gold content. However, silver usually will pass 
through a leach circuit exactly as gold will, so oftentimes dore' bars are sent to a refinery 
with a high gold/silver content, and further refined there. 
Copper: 
While few strictly-copper extraction processes are amenable to PSA oxygen 
generation, it is important to understand copper's properties and processing in order to fully 
understand the gold mining process. This is because oftentimes, gold ore has within it even 
larger quantities of copper (and other metals such as silver, zinc, nickel, etc.), and therefore 
extraction processes may be designed to process and capitalize on all elements within a 
specific ore. Copper may be a byproduct of the gold-extraction process, and visa-versa. A 
primarily copper-producing mine may have at it cyanide leaching-processes as well in order 
to capitalize on the precious metals found within the copper-ore. Or, the entire ore may be 
treated as strictly gold-bearing, and the other elements, such as copper are separated from 
the dore' bars in the off-site refining process. Either way, there are limited application for 
oxygen injection within copper mining. 
Copper is usually leached using sulfuric acid, and oxygen has no effect within that 
reaction. In order to obtain a sufficient return, copper mines may be in the 50-100 000 tons 
of ore processed per day range in size (as compared to gold mines, which may be 5-10,000 
tons per day). Copper is a detriment to cyanidation leach in gold processing; copper is a 
high cyanide consumer, and the value of copper is seldom worth the value of cyanide 
consumed in order to leach the copper. Therefore, copper is, if at all possible, removed 




can help justify the use a smelter, and if the market conditions favorable, be sold at a 
profit; otherwise, it must be disposed of at considerable cost. 
Some gold mines who have considerable copper content in their ore, prefer to send the 
ore concentrate directly to an off-site smelter, and let the final gold content be produced 
through the smelter-refining process. Thus, the mine is able to avoid the high capital 
costs of gold-oxidation / leaching equipment, but they must usually wait up to three 
months for payment from the refinery, and at a considerable cut of the value as well. 
11. Copper Hydometallurgy: 
Oxide copper ores, due to the ease at which the metal elements can be liberated 
from the rock, are usually leached, due to the lesser capital investment and environmental 
concerns over those with pyrometallurgical processes. Pyrometallurgical processes are also 
particularly suited to low grade oxide ores which are not amenable to concentration by 
flotation. 
The most commonly used process today is the leaching of the ore with sulfuric acid, 
after which the copper is extracted from the solution by electrowinning. In the past, copper 
was recovered from the leach liquor by precipitation involving bringing it in contact with 
scrap iron to produce 'cement' copper which can be flaked off the iron and then collected. 
Today, most leached copper is recovered by solvent extraction by selective organic 
reagents, which extract only the dissolved copper from the leach liquor. The material may 
be leached in a deep ore-body (in-situ leaching), but this is very rare. The copper ore may 
also be crushed to maximize recovery and then heap-leached or vat leached. The heap-
leach cycle may only take days in the case of oxides, months or even years of sulfide ore is 
being treated. Recoveries for sulfide-ores is likely to be 50-85% and 90% for oxides. 
Although less popular, there are some hydrometallurgical processes developed for 
treating sulfide copper ores. The main processes include: 
• Arbiter Process: In which the ore concentrate is leached with ammonia at low 
pressure and 75-80 Deg. C, followed by liquid separation, solvent extraction, and 
electrowinning. 
• Clear Process: In which the copper was leached in two stages: first a cupric-
chloride leach at atmospheric pressure followed by leaching with ferric chloride in 
a pressure autoclave. Blister grade copper was produced by chloride 
electrowinning. 
• Escondida Ammonia Leach Process: In which an ammonia-ammonium-sulfate 
solution and air leach cuprous copper from chalcocite and bornire concentrates 
at atmospheric pressures. Roughly half the copper is leached and the remainder 
is recovered by flotation. This process is superior to the arbiter process as a 
lime-boil circuit to regenerate the ammonia is unnecessary 
• Intec Process: This process utilizes a leaching medium of cuptic-chloride and 
halogen complexes in a strong sodium-chloride solution, at atmospheric 
pressure and 80-85 Deg. C. The process is unique because gold is also leached 
and recovered on activated carbon. This process is being piloted at Chatwoods, 
NSW, Australia by Intec and a consortium of major companies 
• Pressure Oxidation: The successes of pressure-oxidation processes for 
refractory-gold ores has sparked interest in the treatment of copper sulfide 
concentrates, especially chalcopyrite. Generally, total oxidation of the sulfide is 
achieved by autoclaving under pressure and 200-220 Deg. C with oxygen. 
Copper is released into a cuptic-sulfate solution, and the formation of sulfur is 
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added. At each mine site, a greater volume of solution is recovered than is 
injected, as the solution is diluted by groundwater. 
The uranium is collected around grains of sand. The solution is then pumped 
from a central well and back to the plant, where the uranium is collected and 
concentrated in ion exchange columns. Chemicals are added to get the uranium 
to settle out of the solution. The remaining water is steamed or vacuumed, 
leaving a golden yellow powder of natural uranium called 'yellow cake'. The 
yellow cake is then shipped to other companies for further processing 
After the extraction of the uranium, the barren fluid is re-fortified with carbon 
dioxide and oxygen and re-injected to extract additional uranium. 
Not all ore deposits are amenable to solution mining. Those contained in porous 
bodies of sand saturated with groundwater are best. 
• Uranium can also be produced as a by-product of phosphate mining. 
13. Uranium Industry: 
• Canadian uranium ore tends to be 20 to 30 times more concentrated than the 
average US solution-mining low-grade uranium ore. As a result, all of Canada's 
uranium mines utilize either an open-pit or underground mining technique with 
conventional ore milling methods. 
• There are 7 uranium solution-mining operations in the US, mainly located in 
Wyoming, Texas, New Mexico, Montana, Nebraska, Utah. The US currently 
supplies roughly 7% of the word's uranium needs. 
• Canada contributes over 30% of the world's uranium supply, and Saskatchewan 
over 93% of that. 
• Other worldwide uranium solution-mining locations include the Czech Republic 
the Soviet Union, Tjikstan, Australia 
• There are numerous uranium mines located worldwide that were closed over the 
last decade when the uranium price dipped below what was considered 
economical to produce at. Now, with the emergence of solution mining, and an 
expected increase in the worldwide price of uranium, some mining companies 
are re-visiting their old mine sites and reclaiming uranium from the old tailings 
using solution circulation and an ion exchange plant 
14. Uranium Demand: 
• There are currently over 300 nuclear power plants operating worldwide 
• Current worldwide market demand for uranium is 140 million pounds annually 
After a decade-long slump in the market, excess uranium reserves will run-out by 
1998. Although the market expects regulated inflows of uranium from the 
dismantling of US and Russian nuclear warheads, there is definitely a gap 
between supply and demand, and new production will have to come on line in 
order to satisfy demand. It is estimated that current mine production is 60-65% of 
worldwide demand, with known, in-ground uranium reserve-life ranges from 27-






• Customers don't care about recovery rates, bed efficiencies, etc. What they want is a 
reliable flow of oxygen that meets the flow and purity specifications. If it would help in 
customer satisfaction, reduce development cost and time, and reduce potential service 
calls and sieve replacements, it might behoove to over-design machines to the point of 
assuring rated performance (ref. HE26 developments, time delays). 
• Education and Introduction PSA to mining engineering companies, engineers through 
conventional leaching uses leads to additional uses off cheap oxygen found, as well as 
down-sizing roasting, etc. processes to fit PSA capacities where cryo applications 
necessitated excessive capital investment 
• example, currently heap leach rates are constrained by oxygen transfer 
efficiencies within the heap. If an engineer knew that an easy / relatively cheap 
source of oxygen could easily be available, they may try to develop a method for 
oxygenating the heap 
• Mining engineers all seem to be 'aware' of PSA technology, yet few seem to be ready to 
adopt the technology due to a relative lack of education as to its effectiveness, 
efficiency, reliability, etc. 
15. Distributor Tool-kit 
A sales-staff / distributor tool-kit is currently in the initial stages of being developed 
by the Arbor Research Corporation marketing-staff. Within this 'tool-kit' will be an series of 
integrated computer spreadsheets that transform initial site, environment, cost information, 
etc., and develop a machine specification that best suits the customer's situational needs, a 
customer quote, economics and payback scenario, build-sheet, invoice, etc. automatically. 
Mining-related tools required will be the altitude/temperature compressor de-rate (already 
completed), as well as aeration devices required (needs yet to be co-developed with a full-
services provider). The tool-kit will be an on-going project, needing constant updating to 
reflect changing prices, product offerings, customer needs, etc. 
16. Advertising 
There is a lack of focused, directed advertising strategy within the Arbor Research 
Company, possibly due to the fragmented nature of the numerous possible market 
segments for the generator product. Taking a page from marketing 101, there should be 
definite strategy followed for each advertising venture, and agreed upon and understood by 
the sales / marketing team. The confusion caused by trying to serve all the possible 
objectives below is creating a muddled marketing thrust. 
Next Randol paper incorporating: 
A) Summary of oxygen use, success worldwide 
• Which ore types, processes, conditions amenable to oxygen use 
B) Worldwide actual PSA applications, successes, obstacles overcome 
C) Tie-in showing future opportunities, processes for PSA, PSA economics 
D) Oxygen diffusion technology completing the application 
Arbor Research Mining Copy Strategy Statement 
1. Target Market: Who are we talking to? 
• Mine managers? 
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• Mine gas supply companies? 
• Mine engineering firms? 
• Global mining companies? 
2. Objective: What Do we want them to do? 
• ARC Name / product awareness? 
• PSA Oxygen generator awareness? 
• Trial usage? 
• Incorporate ARC PSA units into the mine initial process design? 
• Convert from bulk Oxygen to PSA? 
• Convert from aeration to pure oxygen? 
• Begin using pure oxygen in a new processing manner? 
• Build the mine using a sea-container unit? 
• Use PSA oxygen for mine maintenance? 
3. Benefit Focus: What do we promise them? 
• Reliable, uninterrupted supply? 
• Cost savings over using bulk oxygen? 
• Improved mine gold yield, throughput? 
• Decreased cyanide usage? 
• Improved margins to the gas supply company? 
• Custom made applications? 
• A competitive advantage = ? 
4. Reason Why: Why Should they believe us? 
• Australian gold-mine experience: 
• AirLiquide testimonial of savings, reliability, service, relationship, superior 
design, efficiency, association with strength of AirLiquide name, 
additional orders forthcoming? 
• Gold Mine testimonial of reliability, service, relationship, superior design, 
efficiency, association with strength of Gold mine name? 
• Sheer number of installations, time in market, 
• Research focus = superior, efficient design? 
• Competitive advantage 
5. Tone / Attitude: How should we speak to them? 
• Seriously? 
• Tongue-in-cheek? 
• Dominant, commanding? 
• Ready and willing to please? 
These factors should be determined, and then bought-off by the sales/marketing team to 
ensure cohesive focus. These factors will be given to the advertising people as a 'blueprint' 
for the desired ad. This helps specify what exactly is wanted from the advertising people, 
and keep them from straying from the desired effect upon following creative avenues. When 
formulating the copy strategy, it is best to note that conventional wisdom holds that the 
fewer the ideas that have to be transmitted to the desired ad viewer, the better the chances 
that they will 'take away' something from it. While education of the consumer is good, an ad 
can be confused by conflicting messages, or by information overload. 
Once the advertising function has a copy proof of the ad, the sales/marketing team 
should review it, keeping in mind that the copy strategy has to be followed. However 
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conservation of sales resources, it makes sense to canvass the areas that provide the most 
mining contact 'bang-for-the-buck', as Denver and Vancouver do. 
Of note, Golden Colorado (a suburb of Denver) is the home of the Colorado School 
of Mining. 'M' is the unofficial prime source of engineering talent within the industry, and the 
graduates working within the mine companies wear their 'M' class rings with pride. A) hiring 
an 'M' graduate could be an instant entry into the school's alumni list of contacts. B) ARC 
could / should endeavor to sponsor promoting the PSA usage within mining by: 
• Sponsoring lectures, technical symposiums, papers, contests with students, journals 
etc. 
• A joint venture with a professor, in which ARC could sponsor class materials or real-
industry experience with students, (a valuable investment in student intern help, as an 
option to using MBA's) 
• Donate a small oxygen generator to the school's chemistry lab, for use by the students 
in performing leach enhancement experiments 
There is also an excellent mining school at University of Nevada, Reno, should the Colorado 
experience prove worthwhile. 
18. ARC Staff Development, Information sources 
It is important that the sales, and sales support staff be at least conversant 
regarding the mining industry. It should not be expected that all chemical processes, 
element types, and reagents be known, but it is possible for everyone to at least know the 
basic processes involved in gold and other mining operations. It is the knowledge of these 
steps that will help A) identify new opportunities within the industry for oxygen use, and B) 
assure that customer that ARC is firmly committed to serving the mining industry and 
solving its problems, and not just trying to sell machines to them. This report contains an 
honest attempt at summarizing basic mining processes. As information becomes available 
to update or enhance this summary, it is recommended that it be added to the report. 
It is important to keep abreast of current mining technology developments. Have the 
staff regularly read articles relating to the mining industry. By this, I mean a wide cross 
section of articles, dealing with new processes, and those that may not necessarily directly 
affect the leach process. There seems to be a trend within ARC towards only reading 
articles in the gold forum and mining magazines that have the words Oxygen or PSA in the 
title. Many articles with titles such as "Advances in Cyanide leach technologies at the 
Zimbabwe mine may contain stories of successful oxygen use in cyanide leaching, or 
outline new methods employed for oxidation of sulfidic ores, some that involve the use of 
oxygen. Not only do these provide references for oxygen success, but potential sales leads 
as well, as many of these studies are still in the pilot-plant stages as they are written. Some 
suggested 'key-words' or topics to keep abreast of are: 
. Treatment of sulfidic ores 
• Bio-oxidation enhancements 
• Cyanide / ammonia / leach advancements 
• Tailings waste treatment 
• Cyanide regeneration or treatment 
• Modular mine processes 
As the research has uncovered, there are also opportunities internationally for other types 
of mining, such as copper, uranium, etc. Therefore, these mining sources should be 
investigated as well. 
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In addition, articles relating to the mining industry should be regularly searched on 
some form of information retrieval service, such as Lexis-Nexis. If U of M interns are 
regularly employed, then they have free access to several of these sources. Of course The 
internet is a wealth of information, but the trick is knowing how to narrow the flood of that 





• Canadian Mining Industry: 
http://strategic.ic.gc.ca/sc_indps/sectors/engdoc/metl_hpg.hmtl 
As part of this report's appendices, there is a binder with articles compiled and 
sorted regarding mining topics. While some of the articles are exceedingly dense and 
muddled with chemical equations and terms, the key points have been hi-lighted 'and the 
abstracts, introductions and conclusions usually give a good overview of the paper's aim It 
is recommended that this book be kept up with all applicable articles being added to it for 
easy, central reference for the staff. 
19. Product 
Offer a 'mining package' which delivers the maximum mass-flow of oxygen over a 
purity threshold, i.e. custom tailor the product to the mining company's needs. 
Companies to target 
A) Get Pure oxygen leach feed, ozone or oxygen cyanide treatment incorporated into an 
initial mine design 
• Talk to the engineering companies such as: 
• Kilborn Engineering Ltd.(oil & gas as well?) 
• Kilborn is a member of the SNC-Lavalin group, which has 
wide-reaching mining/oil & gas/construction-industry ties 
• Fluor Daniel Wright Ltd. (oil & gas as well) 
• Bateman Engineering Inc. (Denver) 
• Dobey McKie 
• Bechtel (oil & gas as well) 
• Rescan Engineering Ltd. 
• Ledcor Industries (Reno, Vancouver, Mississauga) 
• Refer to the Appendix binder for a list of primary and secondary 
engineering company contacts 
B) Convert existing mines from using air-fed leach to oxygen-fed leach 
• Talk to the mines or the mining companies themselves 
• This eliminated the 'middlemen' gas companies 
C) Convert existing mines already using pure-oxygen (bulk liquid) fed leaching methods 
over to using PSA for the following reasons; 
• Mine operation consumable savings 
• Reliability of supply reasons 
• Need to interface with existing bulk backup supply 
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• Need to retain bulk for BIOX or chilled lance cooling reasons 
• Talk to the existing gas supply companies, for the following reasons: 
• ready-made service arm 
• Gas companies have already embraced and realized the benefits of PSA 
• Need to choose a local gas company that needs PSA capability 
• Perform a direct-mailing to the mine managers that research has uncovered are 
currently using bulk oxygen, or are in need of it, or are having supply problems. 
Follow-up that mailing with personal contacts 
• Derive an industry-wide database of mine sites, process methods, contacts using 
the following sources: 
• SME directory List 
• Randol worldwide mining directory 
• Randol proprietary directory lists 
• Government regional mining information 
• 
D) Supply oxygen to mines utilizing additional new uses of oxygen feed, such as pre-
leaching oxidation, waste treatment, small-scale pressure oxidation 
E) Supply oxygen for mine construction in remote areas or worldwide areas of high oxygen 
cost and/or short supply 
General mining revelations: 
• If you're going to sell equipment to the mining industry, whether it be to the mines 
directly, the mine company metallurgists, or the engineering companies, you'd better be 
knowledgeable about the industry, gold processing, metallurgical chemistry. Approach 
these people from a problems-solving applications standpoint. The last thing gold mining 
people want is another equipment maker trying to hawk its machines, unaware of their 
true needs, and trying to talk their way through the sale with 'double-talk'. 
• The mine engineers will definitely not suffer fools, the engineering companies 
perhaps more so 
• A good book for Arbor Research Corporation's library would be: The Chemistry of Gold 
Extraction', 1992, Marsden & House, Ellis Horwood Publishers 
• The mine development process is as follows: 
1. Exploration 
2. Samples: The mining company tests the samples to determine ore grades, 
probable treatment methods. In most cases, it is the ore characteristics that 
actually determine the final processing chosen, and not external factors such as 
available supplies, etc. At a cursory level, if an ore grade is high (oxide), then a 
mill/leach process is chosen. If an ore grade is low (refractory), then a heap-
leach process is chosen. 
3. If the samples are positive, Geological Statistics are determined, which helps 
establish the economics of the mine, and the total mineable reserve of the 
property 
4. Feasibility Study: A joint effort between the mining company and the contracted 
engineering company. It is here where the two entities work together to create a 
process flow-sheet, decide the necessary capital costs, operating costs (and 
whether or not to use oxygen). A determination on whether or not the mine will 
be economically feasible at the current capital costs, gold-price is determined at 
this point. 
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5. Decision: A decision whether or not to proceed is made, financing is sought, and 
the final design is completed. 
• The best source for mining information within Michigan will be Michigan Tech in 
Houghton 
• South Africa, having developed the need during the apartheid area, has developed a 
basically self-sufficient mining technology base. Some large South African mining 
companies, such as Angle American, refuse to deal with American supply companies for 
what they feel was poor treatment during the embargo times 
• Australians have largely self-developed their own gold-mining industry as well 
• The US mining industry is perhaps the worst example of a target market, due to its 
abundant supply of bulk oxygen, excellent road system. This is only countered by its 
cheap and abundant electrical supply 
• There is an opportunity to create a dual-product generator that produces both oxygen 
and nitrogen. Oxygen would be used for enhancing leach kinetics, and nitrogen used to 
enhance flotation kinetics. It is Newmont's opinion that the oxygen contained within air is 
a flotation killer, and as such using an inert gas such as nitrogen for flotation bubbling is 
superior. Nitrogen requirements may be in the order of 20-50 tpd of 99+% purity for a 
flotation circuit. Newmont is currently working on the nitrogen/flotation technology, and a 
paper by Gary Simmons will be published in the 97' Randol gold forum book regarding 
its application. 
• Newmont is currently employing oxygen in several US gold operations, where they 
sparge oxygen into the leach circuit. This due to the ore which contains significant 
amounts of oxygen scavenging sulfides. Their Carlin, Nevada mine site has found that 
they need to add oxygen in order to maintain a 5-6 PPM oxygen dissolution rate. Carlin 
currently uses bulk oxygen, due to the easy supply route. 
• Bio-Oxidation, it is generally believed, is so far an unproved technology with limited 
applications at present. There may be only 4 or 5 proven, successful BIOX applications 
worldwide at present. Although it has been proven successful in oxidizing refractory 
ores, it is seldom if ever economically viable. Its current problems include: 
• Difficulty in keeping the bacteria alive, due to not maintaining the correct pH 
balance, temperature, oxygen levels, toxicity concerns 
• Throughput restrictions due to tank-size limitations and relatively long retention 
rates 
• There seems to be some debate within the industry whether or not sparging oxygen into 
a heap-leach, or heap BIOX process is viable. 
• On the negative side, it is argued that leach kinetics in a heap leach are less 
important than physical features, such as heap geometry, ore crush size, etc. 
Since heap retention rates may span into the years anyway, lowering these 
slightly with oxygen seems inefficient. Sparging oxygen into the center of a heap 
is difficult and costly, as well as being relatively ineffective. Super-saturating the 
cyanide solution with oxygen prior to dripping the leach will only see the solution 
equalize with the surrounding air anyway, rendering the oxygenation ineffective. 
Several companies have abandoned developing this process, and no large-scale 
mines are currently utilizing this on a commercial basis. 
• On the positive side, however, it is argued that through efficient placement of 
lances within the heap, oxygen can be efficiently distributed so as to improve the 
leach kinetics. There are several small companies working on this process, albeit 
admittedly the process if not yet commercially viable 
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the leach circuit. Newmonfs Santa Fe mine has a cryo plant / autoclave yet is currently 
considering adding oxygen to their leach circuit 
• Current industry specialists in adding oxygen to leach circuits is Atomaer, though some 
mining companies feel that they charge too much for what is pretty basic (although 
patented) technology. Newmont has developed its own (admittedly inferior) technology 
and patented it, in order to circumvent using Atomaer's services. 
• Although new gold discoveries are made every day, the world's supply of easy-to-
process oxide-ore is running out. This leaves refractory ores, which, coupled with the 
low gold prices will require ever-more efficient mining and [processing methods to 
extract cost-efficiently. One could assume that the world's readily-available supply of 
oxide-ores will be gradually replaced with refractory ores over the next 20 years. This 
bodes well for oxygen use in hydrometallurgical processes, as an increase in ore 
sulfides will mean a corresponding increase in oxygen-scavenging ore types. 
• Mr. Bohling feels that when trying to sell machines to mines using existing bulk oxygen, 
it is best to approach the mine superintendent / manager directly. Each mine site is 
semi-autonomous to corporate, and thus in the position to make day-to-day process 
decisions such as saving on expendable costs 
• For mines currently in development, or those that will be in the future, it is best to 
establish contacts through a combination of the mining companies, and the engineering 
companies. As there are fewer engineering companies than there are mining 
companies, then by keeping a relationship with all the major companies, they will be the 
best conduit for access to each new mine project. Some of the major mining 
engineering companies include: 






As a large company, they must be able to show continuing earnings success to their 
shareholders, and as such they: 
• Usually only take on large gold operations. Smaller projects may be sold outright or 
joint-ventured with smaller gold companies 
• Are very conservative in their methods, slow to embrace new technologies 
• Usually employ 'large mine' processing methods for their large mines, this meaning a 
proclivity towards autoclaves, roasting (pyrometallurgical oxidation methods) rather than 
heap or leach-only methods (hydrometallurgical). 
20. Canadian Gold Mines 
See Appendix A for a complete listing of current Canadian gold mines, their locations, 
capacity and ore processing method employed. 
See Appendix B for a complete inventory of current Canadian mineral mines and 
their locations. 
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Market Segment: Oil & Gas 
As with mining, there is a robust level of oil & gas activity within Canada 
However, in the interests of leveraging the maximum amount of market coverage 
with the fewest sales and marketing resources, it is more advantageous to treat oil 
& gas as an international endeavor. In this way, worldwide contacts can be forged 
from the concentration of oil operators and well-service companies located within 








• The industry is seriously embracing a steady cost-reduction track, and couching 
the PSA education within an aura of cost-savings will help A) get the foot in the 
door, B) frame a sales presentation such that oxygen generators are not just a 
commodity, but a serious cost-savings tool, C) give ARC a chance to display 
their technical prowess over the competition during this education 
• Allow ARC a first-to-educate, first-mover advantage 
• Oil & Gas Operating Companies (i.e. Total, Chevron, Mobil, etc.) are becoming more 
likely to put developments up for bid to service companies as total 'turn-key' projects. 
That is, a company such as Halliburton Energy Services or Brown & Root, would design, 
create a consortium structure, manage, contact other contractors, and in some cases, 
even operate a well. In this structure. The large oil & gas companies are trying to down-
size, and become more efficient through outsourcing. The key service company might 
not control the minutia-elements of operating an oil well, such as procuring supplies, but 
they would contract the companies that would. Thus, reaching just a few key service 
companies would lead to the decision-making contacts for oxygen procurement (the 
'trans-ocean' level of the process). These turnkey projects would be more likely to be 
employed in extremely remote or 'undeveloped' locations, in an effort to consolidate 
business control. For example, Halliburton's entry into this process is with the Terra 
Nova project (new industry to Canada's coast), and projects within China. 
• Offshore wells will tend to produce greater oil volumes than those land-based, and as 
such the oil companies are beginning to increase their offshore activity as they try to 
consolidate their worldwide holdings. Although offshore rigs tend to be more capital 
intensive than those on land, they do carry with them advantages such as being 
'insulated' from possible political upheaval of the host country, easier control over theft, 
and usually greater potential reserves. 
• The oil & gas industry is capital-intensive averse 
• Large oil & gas discovery fields are seldom developed by a single operating company. In 
order to share the risks, and pool the available huge capital needs for a project as large 
as an offshore drilling rig, many international oil companies will own a share of the 
program, and thus gain a corresponding share of the oil produced. The local 
government may gain a share as well, in order to 'kick-start' the development, provide 
funding guarantees, enhance local job creation, develop a service-industry, ensure the 
country a stable energy supply, and reap the tax revenues from the project's output. 
These 'development proponents' will often then appoint responsibility (or rotate 
responsibility amongst them) to one of local companies to manage a 'development 
alliance', which includes several key service companies that will have responsibility for 
the design outfitting and operation of the resultant drilling-rig 
• There is a steady use for nitrogen of relatively high purity within the oil & gas industry. 
Used primarily as a foaming agent, nitrogen aids in fire fighting, foaming of cement, gas 
burn-off shielding gases, and pumping fluids. All offshore drilling rigs will have Nitrogen 
PSA generators on-board. Some land-based well-sites may have on-site nitrogen 
generators, some may have on-site capability, and/or buy liquid or gaseous nitrogen 
locally as well. The point is: there are opportunities, if technically possible, for the by-
product of oxygen generators to be used elsewhere (this mirrors a similar trend in 
mining as well), thus making machine justification easier with increased savings. In 
addition, as Arbor Research Corporation's experience with the sea-tainer sale to 
Canadian Petroleum 
. International has borne out, added nitrogen generators, sharing an PSA unit's air 
compressor to decrease total cost involved, could potentially create a niche advantage 
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for Arc in meeting the customer's needs as best as possible. One of CPI's overseas 
well-sites used 400 'H' cylinders of nitrogen over a 12 month period strictly for fire-
fighting purposes 
Offshore 
• Safety, reliability, and delivery-performance are generally placed above price and 
efficiency when units are being considered by the offshore oil companies. Certainly, the 
cost of a small PSA unit is dwarfed by the multi-million dollar equipment that is placed 
onto a platform, and as such the service aspects of a PSA sale would become very 
important. This being said, any PSA unit placed on a drilling platform, absolutely, 
positively must be fully long-term tested and operational (100% turn-key) before being 
installed. On-platform development, sieve changes, etc. would not be tolerated, and 
most likely give PSA an instant black-eye. This must be taken into consideration very 
seriously before specifications for an oil & gas-duty system are developed and 
published, as well as selling an as-yet unproved model. This concept cannot be stressed 
too seriously 
• Newer, large state of the art seep-water offshore rigs, such as found in the North Sea or 
off the Newfoundland costs (Hibernia, the upcoming Terra Nova) usually have natural-
gas powered electric generators, whereby some or all of the fuel is siphoned off of the 
well production. In some cases, the natural gas would otherwise have been a waste gas 
that is burned-off anyway. Under these conditions, electrical cost on the platforms could 
be almost considered as free. However, many older, smaller or shallow-water drilling-
rigs still use diesel-powered generators, and thus their electricity costs would be 
significant to the cost-effectiveness of the PSA unit. This would have to evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis therefore 
• All offshore rigs will have considerable on-board air compressor capacity, and in most 
cases, the compressor cost should not be factored into the total cost of the PSA system. 
If the unit is housed into a sea-tainer, the lack of a need for a compressor makes the 
PSA package much smaller and simpler, and potentially viable to fit into the smaller rig-
standard sea containers (5'x6'x8', or 6'x6'x8') 
• Many within the industry have indicated that they have a minimal need for oxygen on a 
drilling rig, whether for maintenance, medical or other purposes. 
Eastern Canada Offshore Developments 
21 . General 
• While the large projects such as Hibernia, Terra Nova and Sable Island are getting most 
of the attention in the region, there has been, and is considerable drilling activity 
occurring within the region, albeit somewhat closer to shore than the big projects. Due to 
the increased interest sparked as a result of the proven reserves within the Jeanne 
d'Arc Basin, oil & gas exploration is intensifying all around the Newfoundland / Nova 
Scotia shores. 
• The east-coast of Canada individual drilling-platform projects, though magnificent in size 
and scope, offer only a few opportunities for topsides placements, stretched-out over 
many years. The real potential opportunity within this market is in supplying the local 
ancillary support-industry: the ship-building, topsides manufacturers and equipment 
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and material codes are usually only available through that on-line coordinator, and their 
information and bids processing fee can range into the $100's of dollars. 
For a start-up company with gaps in sales or product placements, the bids may 
reveal these inconsistencies as well. Questions such as ISO certification, past sales, 
placements, business alliances, servicing capabilities must be answered. 
While the Hibemia and Sable Island projects are committed to being worldwide, 
best-value bid evaluators, the Terra Nova project claims that local content will play at least 
as large a role as price in evaluating the individual bids. In any event, it is important to be 
able to show local Newfoundland or Nova Scotia sales and service capabilities in order to 
be given serious consideration. 
As the bids have deadlines, and are constantly popping-up for different project 
sections, it is necessary to keep a close-track of each individual project's bids processes. 
Some of the projects may offer one or two day seminars on navigating their bids process. 
The bids management service, as mentioned above, even though for a fee, may be of help 
in this arena. 
After the bids process, a vendor can be placed on a 'preferred supplier' list, which 
gives them an advantage in securing ongoing or future projects that the project operator or 
alliance members are involved in. 
23. Offshore 'Solutions Providers' 
There are several companies that offer services esoterically described as '. serving 
as a catalyst, bringing together a dependable local infrastructure and leading international 
companies to produce the best solutions for challenges in the energy sector.' Essentially 
they act as sales and/or service agents, as well as 'deal-makers' between all the various' 
vendor organizations and the oil-project alliances departments. Each company may have a 
network of vendors that, when grouped-together into the organization, are able to handle 
the enormity of some of the oil-project jobs. One hull-maker may be able to use the large 
crane of another vendor, or an air compressor company may be able to also service the on-
platform nitrogen generators that the solutions provider represents. 
Three companies identified within this field at the 97 NOIA conference were: 
• AMI Offshore Inc. 
• MSL Industries 
• Guptill Consulting Service 
The largest, and seemingly most professional provider of the three was AMI 
Offshore. It is their policy to approach each particular company alliance differently, 
producing either a joint-venture, sales alliance, distributorship, loose alliance etc. where it 
best fit. In any event, AMI is reputed to have excellent industry connections, with not just the 
oil companies involved in eastern Canada, but in the North Sea platforms, with worldwide oil 
operators, oil & gas service providers (such as Halliburton), and even mining companies. 
Their specialty seems to be providing services to remote or hard-to-reach operators (such 
as offshore or remote mines), and are presently involved Newfoundland's Boisey Bay Nickel 
mining project as well. A company such as AMI would be able to offer ARC instant oil & gas 
industry knowledge and connections, sales support, 24 hour worldwide servicing capabilitv 
all for a price or cut that would need to be negotiated. 
The Newfoundland government's Department of Industry, Trade & Technology 
offers a free 'business alliance' service as well, whereby they would try to connect ARC with 







28. Western Newfoundland Coast 
To date, the only significant discovery has been parcel 1021 owned by Hunt 
Overseas Operating Co. This region is characterized by small, local exploration companies 
and operators, performing exploratory drilling with modified mining equipment and makeshift 
offshore rigs. 
Although currently not a 'hot-spot' of drilling activity, there seems to be a great deal 
of optimism within the industry for this area, characterized by the recent involvement of 
some major companies such as Mobil and Hunt. 
The southern portion of this exploration area is currently reachable by a major 
highway, although several-hundred miles from the 'island's' only ASU located in St. John's. 
There is only a minor highway reaching the northwest coast of Newfoundland. The 
remoteness of these areas, as well as the eventual offshore activity makes this area a 
potential market as well for portable oxygen generator systems. 
29. Nova Scotia 
Other than Hibernia, the only well currently producing on Canada's East coast is the 
Cohasset operated by PanCanadian Petroleum. 
30. Weil Testing 
A potentially attractive market for oxygen production exists within the offshore 
practice of 'Drill-Stem' testing. Currently, oil wells of all types (offshore rigs or land-based) 
need to be tested for flow and pressure characteristics. The testing is done to enable 
verifying the reserve size, as required by many government for revenue monitoring 
purposes, or for internal company planning and justification purposes. The testing is 
performed in two stages: first during the exploration phase, but before full-scale production 
It is then performed again approximately six months to a year after first-oil production in 
order to confirm the initial results. The test may involve flowing the oil at maximum capacity 
for anywhere from six hours to six days, depending on local conditions and requirements 
Although against regulations in Canada, well-test burn-off is widely practiced elsewhere 
During the pre-production well test, the infrastructure is usually not in place yet to 
capture the product that flows during the test, therefore the flowing oil or gas is burned-off 
instead. The oil or gas is usually released from a nozzle that is suspended from a boom 
extending as far away from the drilling-rig as possible. Some less developed countries 
dependent on oil & gas revenues and/or with lax environmental rules or enforcement may 
allow merely burning the oil straight, releasing the by-products of incomplete combustion 
into the atmosphere. However more developed countries require efficient burning therefore 
compressed-air is currently added to the oil-stream to gain greater efficiencies. It can be 
expected that, with time, the developing countries will move towards more environmentally 
enforcement as well. Although the burning of natural gas is less of an environmental 
concern than with oil, the two are usually contained within each oil-field, and thus must be 
taken together. 
Presently, the oil companies are able to realize almost 99% burning efficiency usinq 
compressed air. A typical well-test flowing 7000 barrels of oil/day may require 1500 SCFM 
of compressed-air, requiring five or six large portable air-compressors feeding the stream 
These compressors are large (each the size of an 8' x 8' x 16' sea container), and must be 
stacked on top of each other (especially in the case of an offshore exploration drilling-rig 
where deck-space is at a premium). Since there is considerable capital investment in these 
compressors, as well as the cost of upkeep, they are moved from well-test-site to site in 
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order to fully capacitize them. This requires the further logistical troubles and expense of 
moving and hooking-up the compressors at each test. 
Currently, well-sites are limited due to reasons of size and logistics, to roughly 2000 
SCFM air at 12,000 barrels per day at 99% efficiency. Any increase in the efficiency, flow-
rate or decrease in air-flow required would correspondingly decrease the time and cost 
associated with the well-stem testing. (1500 SCFM would contain roughly the oxygen output 
of a 20 tpd PSA system) 
During the post-production testing phase, depending on the collection-infrastructure 
involved, the test-oil may be bumed-off, but more likely though will be collected into a 
pipeline or tankers. The burn-off is also more likely to be employed for offshore units, as 
many land-based projects have existing pipelines to tap into. 
The opportunity for oxygen exists in either maintaining or improving the burning 
efficiency, while reducing the air-compressor capacity required. There is no known current 
development into using oxygen for this purpose within the oil & gas industry. Therefore, the 
opportunity exists for ARC to carve out a niche in this area through effective oil-company 
relationships, and technical co-development towards this purpose. 
An Industry source estimates that if an advantage to using oxygen is proved, then 
there is a market potential in the $100's of millions / year (400+ units/year @ $500k each). 
An easily portable unit(s) costing within the $250,000-$500,000 range could become an 
industry standard for well testing. It is common for the oil & gas industry to adopt new 
technology quickly once it has been proven in a few areas, in order to remain competitive. 
There is virtually an unlimited horizon to the market size, in that every well ever drilled 
worldwide must be tested, and most installations drill multiple wells during their lifetime, 
each needing testing. There is no foreseeable future to the curtailment of oil & gas 
exploration. 
The technology for this must first be developed, therefore sales could not be 
expected to materialize for several years from the start of development. A logical first step 
would be to attract some industry champion(s) for the technology. Mark Wilson, Senior 
Technical Specialist, Halliburton Energy Services, Calgary, would be a good start. Although 
he is excited regarding the technology prospect, he does suggest contacting the 'Corporate 
office, well-testing technology' people in the Halliburton, Houston office. Halliburton is a 
world-leading oil & gas field services / engineering company, and co-developing the 
technology with them, or a company like them, could open up markets in the projects that 
they will have contracts for, or ARC/Halliburton could co-market the technology to other 
companies as well. As these units would be portable, and used on a number of exploration / 
well projects, then they could be most effectively marketed through an oil companies central 
services department, rather then having to visit each well-site. 
A potentially valuable marketing angle to the oil & gas operators for the use of 
oxygen in burn-off would be following government regulations concerning well pollutant 
emissions, and posturing oxygen-enrichment technology as a necessity, as well as a cost-
efficiency tool. 
Land-based 
31. Remote Canadian Exploration & Drilling 
Currently, there is very little drilling activity on frontier lands within Canada. In the 
north, most wells are drilled in the winter time. In order to continue to hold an exploration 
license, a well must be drilled in the first four years. Therefore studying exploration licenses 
is usually a good indication of where the near-future drilling will occur. 
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The only land-based remote production currently underway is Norman Wells 
' (Imperial Oil) Northwest Territories 
• Kotaneelee / Pointed Mountain (AMOCO) Northwest Territories, near BC border 
The best Canadian contacts for tracking Remote Canadian land-based drilling activity are: 
• Alberta Energy and Utilities Board, Mr. K.G. Sharp 





• Doug McKenzie, Manager Energy technology and well licensing 





There is an excellent Canadian Ministry of Indian Affairs & Northern Development 
website describing in detail (with maps) all sites either currently under exploration, or areas 
up for exploration bids in Northern Canada. Rather than merely restate it here, it can be 
accessed at: http://www.inac.gc.ca/oil/north/north.html. 
In summary though, the areas of great interest are: 
( • Norman Wells, Northwest Territories and surrounding area (map at 
http://www.inac.gc.ca/oil/bulletin/graphics/map3_4a.gif) 
• Great Bear Basin Parcels, Northwest Territories (map at 
http://www.inac.gc.ca/oil/bulletin/graphics/map3_4b.gif) 
• Central Mackenzie Valley, Northwest Territories (map at 
http://www.inac.gc.ca/oil/bulletin/graphics/map3_4c.gif) 
• Beaufort Sea, Yukon / Northwest Territories / Alaska, onshore and offshore, (map at 
http://www.inac.gc.ca/oil/bulletin/graphics/map4_1b.gif, and Figure 10) 
All of these areas except some at Norman Wells are functionally unreachable by highway, 
and subject to serious weather-related supply disruptions no matter what mode of 
transportation is used. 
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Figure 10: Beaufort Sea Oil & Gas Exploration 
32. Sea-Tainer Units 
Containing a PSA unit within a sea-tainer may have several advantages to both ARC and 
the customer, such as: 
• Allowing a turn-key package that controls variables such as improper setup, 
damage during shipping and installation, improper protection from the elements 
etc. 
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• Allowing a sensible shipping solution, where everything is already firmly secured, 
and self-contained 
• Negating the need for creating space within possibly already cramped 
maintenance buildings 
However, the chief benefit that is usually touted: the ability to move at the end of the 
project, does not necessarily apply for land-based, international well-sites, for maintenance 
use. This is because usually, when a company drills in a foreign country, they have some 
sort of minority-control or joint-development agreement with the host country's government. 
Therefore, any of the operating equipment used within the site must stay within the host 
country. Therefore, if it remains cost-effective, a PSA installation could be installed within a 
well-complex's buildings or a shed. 
Any piece of equipment used in the well-site's initial construction, however, imported 
for that purpose, could leave the country at the end of the job. Therefore, for a well-
construction contractor, a sea-tainer concept would still be a viable idea. 
• An industry source feels that perhaps the most promising 'remote' potential market 
within North America well-construction would be on the North slope of 
Alaska/Yukon/Northwest Territories, where a tremendous amount of drilling activity, in 
extremely difficult supply conditions, is being undertaken. 
• The Norman Wells area (Northwest Territories, West of great Bear Lake) is an active 
drilling region which can only be supplied by ice-barge during a few months of the year 
• Much like as with gold-mining, as the most of the 'easy' oil-fieids are already developed, 
oil exploration is beginning to move towards developing in 'difficult' areas, such as on 
mountainous terrain, or remote regions of the world, which are currently inaccessible by 
boat or on roads. 
• Except for the Norman Wells region, new construction within Canada will be minimal, 
however worldwide, industry sources estimate perhaps 100 new 'remote' land-based' 
sites will be developed. 
• EPC construction vendors would be able to take a portable sea-tainer generator with 
them from construction site-to-site 
• Oftentimes in order to obtain qualification from the host country for developing a field, an 
oil operator must build road, bridge, port, pipeline infrastructure, waste & water 
treatment facilities, refining / processing plants, employee barracks, etc. These 
activities, in addition to the actual well-site and related structures, represent 
considerable steel-cutting potential in most likely remote or underdeveloped locations. 
• The construction phase is oftentimes carried-out by a number of contractors known as 
'Engineering Process Companies' (EPC's). Since most oil companies are attempting to 
down-size their development staffs, much of the design, construction, establishing of 
supply lines work involved in building oil-fields are managed or contracted-out by EPC's. 
They get the jobs through a bidding process administered by the oil companies. If such 
is the case, an oil company does not care what type / process by which supplies and 
specifically oxygen, is obtained. The EPC, however, may not care either, as it would be 
most likely their construction vendors that perform the actual cutting / welding operations 
on-site, and they would be responsible for their own consumables. There are therefore 
three potential processes by which PSA could be adopted into the construction process: 
1. ARC approach the known construction contracting companies, the names of 
which are possibly obtained through the EPC's 
Halliburton has suggested contacting their 'Integrated Solutions' (I.S.) group in 
Houston to investigate the best possible arrangement with them. 
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2. ARC approach the major EPC's, and suggest they supply themselves, or by 
arrangement with ARC, have 'some-company' supply oxygen to a construction 
site for all the vendors to employ. 'Some company' could be: 
• An ARC / distributor joint venture within the well-field region 
• An ARC division, poised to deliver and operate units worldwide, as 
controlled from their home location 
• A third-party contractor or company that will likely be on-site for the life of 
the construction-phase, and wants to limit their oxygen costs, as well as 
supplement their construction-work income with oxygen-sales 
• A third-party company, situated either within the well-site region, or near 
ARC, that wants to have a loose arrangement with ARC whereby they will 
purchase units and operate the supply business wholly separate from 
ARC 
3. ARC ally with the EPC's in some way in which that the EPC's convince/require 
their construction contractors to utilize whenever economically attractive PSA 
oxygen, as a condition of winning a bid, and as an step towards cost-
containment, a portion of at least, will be reduced from their current bid-price 
While this sort of 'getting into the vendors shorts' approach is quite prevalent in the 
automotive industry, and catching on in other arenas in which companies wield considerable 
power over their vendors, it is not a 'happy', 'friendly' way to do business. Such an approach 
in a staunchly independent, conservative industry as oil & gas may completely backfire and 
have companies resenting having PSA 'pushed' on them. It might possibly be mentioned to 
an EPC, however should not be taken as the first approach 
In any of these approaches, ARC could either sell-outright its machines, provide them 
on a lease, lease-to-own, or an annuity-stream, gas-sale basis. The oil & gas companies 
are trying to push the capitalization responsibility onto its vendors, and inevitable they 
will try to do the same to their own. In a capitalization-averse industry such as oil & gas, 
the latter-two attempts are recommended (though the outright purchase option should ' 
always be available). 
• Some of the most prevalent EPC's include: 
• Brown & Root 
• McDermott (UK) 
. Mustang Engineering (Houston) 
• Quantel (Calgary) 
• Fluor Daniel 
• Colt Engineering 
• Halliburton Energy Services 
• Baker Hughes 
(Note that some of these Fluor Daniel and B&W also service the mining field) 
• There is no 'central-bids registry' in which the worldwide oil-field development scene can 
be easily tracked. Contacts will have to be kept with each individual EPC, as well as 
constant reading of trade publications, internet surfing, etc., in order to know of 
upcoming well-construction / outfitting bids 
• Oil companies are generally less 'forward' with information regarding present and future 
well-sites than with mining. This is partly due to the fact that they rarely need to solicit 
investor funding like the mines do. Therefore detailed, accurate information on the 
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worldwide oil & gas fields will be somewhat difficult to obtain. Some suggested 
information sources: 
• Oil-field service companies 
• Engineering 
• Government regional information sources: (Keep in mind that local governments 
would prefer that the local businesses get the oxygen supply contracts, rather 
than an outside manufacturer.) 
• Production accounting of wells 
• Railroad commissions 
• Regulatory boards 
• Energy Utilities Boards (Canada, by Province) 
• Trade publications 
• Internet sites: 
• Canadian Oil & Gas Industry: http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/cgi-
bin/dec/wwwfetch?/sgml/ 
• Oil & Gas Journal: http://pennwell.com/ogj.html 
• Sable Island Development: http://www.soep.com 
• Oil & Gas in Canada's North: http://www.inac.gc.ca/oil/north/north.html 
• Alberta Oil & Gas: http://www.worldweb.com/ 
• Discovery Place Oil & Gas on-line resource centre: 
http://www.discoveryplace.com/ 
• Direct oil-company contacts 
• Internal contacts, banging on doors, etc. 
• Industry sources have estimated the current world-wide ongoing well-field development 
market to be: 
• 2 5 - 3 0 major ($Billion+ ) projects 
• 5 5 - 6 0 minor ($0.5 - $1 billion) projects 
• Assuming a $100,000-$150,000 price tag for a sea-tainer system, a 20% penetration of 
the total market over the next three year period, and 90 total projects over this period 
then short-term revenues from such a segment might equal $600k - $900k/year on 
average. An all-out direct-to-EPC sales effort might take one 1/2 sales-person (sales 
and market research), whose costs may be $30k/yr. total compensation + $9k benefits, 
etc. + 15 trips x ($3k each avg.) = $84,000 Thus the salesperson generates sales of, at 
best, 10.7 x expenses 
• However, if one assumed a cross-over effect of 5 additional maintenance sales / year 
generated as a result of contacts within the EPC's, then this salesperson now generates 




• While international construction contractors may import their construction consumables 
into the well-site's country, the host country prefers that the well source its operational 
consumables from local vendors. In many less-developed, international locations, 
oxygen is, as well as being expensive, oftentimes of very poor quality and/or short-
supply. Tanks may be poorly maintained, the gas contained within of low purity, or the 
tank may be merely insufficiently filled. The time and effort to monitor the gas quality 
represents a real incentive for a well procurement manager to source a reliable oxygen 
source (the same would go for other gases, notably nitrogen). In this way, remote-
remote markets may also be supplemented with 'less-developed' markets. 
• (Obviously), a well-site within North America currently served by a reliable, cheap 
oxygen source would not be a good potential market for PSA. Thus, ARC should target 
areas of not only short supply/high prices, but poor quality as well. 
• The most appropriate decision makers for adopting PSA oxygen for drilling well-site 
operational / maintenance purposes would be the site maintenance managers. 
However, as the trend towards EPC turnkey control increases, these companies could 
be approached centrally to adopt PSA at the appropriate sites within their umbrella of 
control 
• Where turn-key EPC's are not employed for a well project, an EPC for well operation 
only , such as Halliburton or Schlumberger may be used. These 'service' companies 
perform intangible well services for the oil company, and would most likely be 
responsible for consumables procurement decisions. 
• 95% purity is sufficient 
• A land-based well site may go through two different oxygen usage patterns. During the 
first 2-3 years, building activity and well development will be higher. Once the site is fully 
prepared and drilling begins, usage will steady. 
• A well-site does not stop at just one well drilled. After each hole is drilled to the proper 
depth, and the hole has been prepared, the well-head must be tapped into the pipeline, 
which involves cutting and welding of the pipe. This 'field expansion' operation is the 
main potential usage of oxygen on the site. Maintenance and medical uses are minimal 
as compared to this. A typical drilling cycle may consist of: 
• 11 days drilling 
• 4-5 days pick-up rig, move to new location, set-up at new location 
• 11 days drilling 
• 4-5 days pick-up etc. 
A new well-head must be connected after each drilling cycle. Therefore there will be a 
steady demand for oxygen over the life of an oil-field, and that would usually last at least 
5 years (certainly beyond the payback range for an onsite PSA machine). The trend in 
the industry is moving towards using nearly portable drill-rigs, which will decrease the 
moving/setup time, and thus increase the number of wells that can be drilled in a given 
period of time. This would increase the oxygen usage rate, yet decrease the total well-
field life; this would bode well for ARC, given that PSA units used for 
maintenance/operational purposes would not be moved from site to site. 
• The Yemen example well-site used 1700 oxygen cylinders (of unknown fill or purity) 
over a twelve-month post-development period, in which 20 new wells were drilled and 
general maintenance performed. Even if it was assumed that those cylinders were of 
90% fill/purity quality, that is still 373,000 SCF/year, or the highly under-capacitized 
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output of a HP2C or HE3C. While a complete ARC manufacturing cost analysis on any 
given unit is impossible at this point, it is generally accepted that: 
. The smaller the unit, the smaller the margin by percentage of sales 
• The margin, gained through the value-added portion of assembling the unit's 
components, can be increased as the options are added to the unit. Thus an HP 
cylinder-filling option is better than an HE without, a sea-tainer is better than 
without, an added nitrogen generator is better than without, etc. All these 
additions, of course, raise the payback time to the customer 
• Assuming a $100,000-$150,000 price tag for a sea-tainer system, a 10% penetration of 
the total market over the next three year period, and 400 total sites, then short-term 
revenues from such a segment might equal $1.3m - $2m/year on average. An all-out 
direct-to-well-site sales effort might take one sales-person (sales and market research), 
whose costs may be $60,000/yr. total compensation + $18,000 benefits, etc. + 24 trips x 
($4000 each avg.) = $161,000. Thus the salesman generates sales of, at best, 12.4 x 
expenses. While this is not great, it would provide a much-needed steady cash flow to a 
start-up company 
34. Yemen / CPI Experience: 
AT present, the ARC sea-tainer cylinder-filling system is in Yemen, awaiting 
installation & startup. As there is a five year maximum that Foreigners can stay within 
Yemen, there will be a turnover of well-process personnel over the next year. Yemen is 
used as something of a training-ground within the company. If the installation goes well, and 
production smooth, then these personnel can be expected to bring the 'PSA success' 
concept with them to their new international well-site assignments (CPI is active in Libya, 
Nigeria, Vietnam, Indonesia, Columbia, etc.). In this way, and as well managers talk to their 
other internationally-based friends, the benefits of PSA can be expected to spread by word-
of-mouth. Obviously, it is vital that this first PSA installation be given high priority such that it 
go smoothly. In addition, getting quality videotape and/or pictures of the installation, the 
surrounding environment, and perhaps testimonials from site-personnel would be a good 
basis for a 'reference-account' video-tape that could open the door for 'remote-remote' 
installations in any industry, oil & gas & mining included. 
ISO9000 Certification 
Having ISO quality certification is becoming more of a necessity in any business, yet 
even more so within the international-intensive oil & gas industry. Several industry sources 
have indicated that although it is not an 'official' requirement on most projects for suppliers 
to have ISO certification, it is a huge asset on a bid submission to do so. Thus, ARC would 
still be a viable bid contender without having ISO, as long as the other PSA manufacturers 
did not either. 
Eventually, they feel that some large alliances will require the certification from all 
suppliers, though this scenario would be many years off. 
Some offshore alliance 'brokers', such as AMI, do have the ISO certification, and 
allying with them would allow at least an appearance of being under the ISO umbrella. 
Some large alliance projects, such as the Hibernia project, are viewed as best-in-
class undertakings, and as such quality certification is viewed as especially important. 
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However, the procurement departments that in order to be continuously improving, then 
new technologies, and as such start-up companies, will need to be embraced. Thus 'new', 
'revolutionary' and advantageous technologies, will be accepted without ISO backing, so 
long as the promise of eventual attainment is there. 
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Market Segment: Medical 
The Canadian medical system is currently undergoing some profound changes. Hospital 
down-sizings and consolidations are becoming the norm, however different Provinces are at 
different stages. The end result will be a greater push of patient services into home-based, 
quasi-private care that is loosely administered by the provincial Health Ministries. While this 
development may be favorable for the home concentrator market, it does diminish the 
chance for larger hospitals willing to make large capital investments 
Home Concentrators: 
• Total Canadian market size may equal 35,000 units turning-over every 5-8 years, or 
4,400-5000 units per year. While home-use may increase, the government's willingness 
to pay will drop, thus affecting a corresponding drop in demand as well. 
• Procedures for the placement of home concentrators differ from province-to-province: 
• Ontario: The placement of home concentrators has over the years moved from 
being the hospital's responsibility, to the Community Care Access Center (CCAC, a 
quasi-governmental brokerage house for home-care services and equipment), now 
directly to the Respiratory Therapy or oxygen supply houses. It is the physician's 
responsibility to test and determine whether a patient requires a home concentrator. 
Once that is determined, if the patient meets the Health Ministry oximetry test 
criteria, they can have respiratory services provided for by OH IP (Ontario Health 
Insurance Plan: Seniors Drug Eligibility Card.) free of charge. If the patient does not 
meet the test criteria, yet is deemed as palliative care, then they will also get the 
concentrator free for a three-month limit. If the patient is still living after three 
months, then payment will be re-evaluated. Anyone may enlist the services of an RT 
and acquire a home concentrator at their own cost (or private health insurance's 
cost), yet to use oxygen, which is deemed a drug, they must get a physician's 
prescription. It is the physician's responsibility to prescribe and refer home 
concentrator usage to a RT or oxygen supply house of their choice. 
The Ontario home concentrator vendor market is very competitive, with the 
following features: 
• Over 10 competitors in the market 
• Prices to the RT houses (actual sale, not list) range from CDN$1300-1400. Prices 
are negotiated, and less in other Provinces 
• Warranties range up to 7 years, with options for extended warranties, or variable 
warranties for certain components (e.g.: sieve lifetime, 3 years compressor). The 
larger RT service companies may stock parts and concentrator spares, and perform 
the easier maintenance themselves with their own maintenance departments 
• Purity ranging up to 96% 
• Flow rates of 5 l/min. standard, as high as 6 l/min. 
• Serious Competitors: 
• AirSep 
• CAIRE (Div. of Minnesota Valley Engineering, Burnsville, Minnesota) 
• Healthdyne 
• Puritan Bennet 
• Nidek is known-of, but they are not a serious competitor 
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• RT Companies evaluate concentrators on the following competitive traits: 
1. Price 
2. Warranty, durability, maintainability and simplicity 
3. Size / Weight (smaller is better) 
4. Capacity 
• Machines have been known to last as long as 12 years with proper maintenance. Some 
companies write-off the machine financially at the end of the warranty period 
• RT companies can be approached simply by calling purchasing managers or sending 
product information 
• Other potential segment: nursing homes, estimated need for (1) concentrator for every 
(20) beds available. This market could possibly be best served not by POGS, but by on-
site generators or sea-container portable generating cylinder-filling stations that service 
regional centers one day per week, or perhaps all of one health-carte companies' 
locations within a given region. 
• Total market size for concentrators is currently 13,000 units, changing-over every 
roughly 5-8 years. This is down from 17,500 units in 1980 
• As the government health-care cuts continue, and the oximetry test thresholds get more 
stringent, the government-paid market size is expected to shrink steadily, and thus the 
total market size will as well. It is believed that if faced with the prospect of having to pay 
for out-of-pocket, many people will do without instead. In addition, the allotted usage 
time is shrinking as well; the current average machine patient usage period is 6-8 
months (usually commencing upon death) 
Remote Hospital: 
• Territory control has recently changed from Federal to provincial control 
• Purchasing decisions are made within local boundaries, largely free of provincial control 
• Decision-making unit starts in the purchasing or procurement departments, then must 
be passed before the hospital board. 
• The centrally located hospital serves many smaller 'nursing stations' or clinics in more 
remote regions, sometimes covering vast areas 
• The hospital typically supplies this areas oxygen needs to: nursing stations, clinics, 
ambulance services, medivacs, and source home concentrators for these locations as 
well 
• Fill 'D ' , 'M' or 'E' cylinders from larger cylinders 
• Some hospitals are allowed to sell the oxygen, some are not. 
• Rimer AIco has upgraded smaller systems with larger cylinder filling stations to allow for 
a hospital to supply to the surrounding community 
• Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and Yukon Territories currently blanketed with Vital 
Air / Rimer AIco systems 
• Opportunities still exist in British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and Newfoundland's 
Labrador, but there is some awareness of oxygen generators, and Rimer AIco and 
AirSep are answering quote requests 
• Decision criteria: 
• Based on initial capital investment, variable pay-back periods 
• Assurance of reliable supply: northern supply routes subject to: 
• Poor work ethic 
• Inclimate weather 
• Infrequent supply rotations 
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located within the well-populated urban centers that are correspondingly well-served by 
cryogenic oxygen (as well as having a strong respiratory-therapist network already in place). 
Previously, research uncovered an extremely tough competitive market in the POG 
segment for home health care, and thus not necessarily an attractive segment. Although 
long-term care centers do centralize these placements somewhat, again, the placements 
per center only become attractive in those that are larger, and already well served with 
oxygen. 
This development leads to a focus on those centers that yield the most beds with the fewest 
(and thus correspondingly less fragmented) necessary center visits. By analyzing Figure 13, 
it can be seen that the 100-199 beds, 200-299 beds, and 300-399 beds categories 
correspondingly yield fewer centers. Targeting just the 200-399 beds centers would allow 
ARC to reach over 4000 patients, with visiting just 150 centers. At these size-levels, they 
are also less likely to be located directly within the large, urban areas. 
The long-term care segment potentially yields, with a dedicated sales resource, 40 POG 
placements/year, or several on-site machine placements. Nevertheless, A category such as 
this does not stand alone, and should be considered as supplementary to any remote 
hospital ventures. 
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Market Segment: Industrial 
• The level of oxygen delivery service in the industrially concentrated areas is efficient and 
reliable, and therefore the driving force towards an oxygen generator would have to be 
cost reduction. 
• The primary driving force for making unnecessary capital investment in the industry is 
long-term cost reduction. The author's experience in industry is every large 
manufacturing location is driven towards cost reduction for two basic reasons: 
• Variable cost reduction improves the bottom line 
• Corporate office requires/demands that corporate-set cost reduction targets 
(under a variety of programs named CIP, CRT etc.) be met, and oftentimes tied 
to managerial bonuses. To this degree, even the appearance of cost reduction, 
whether actually realized or not, is very important such that the savings progress 
can be charted and displayed at the quarterly management reviews. This is a big 
game played between the plant engineers, purchasing managers, plant 
managers and corporate management, with budgeted capital outlays oftentimes 
spent on non-performing cost reduction projects so that it stays in next year's 
budget, and the CIP (Cost Improvement Program suggestion) can be added to 
the chart. This environment is favorable to a product such as Arbor Research 
Corporation's oxygen generator, (regardless of the fact that it is cost efficient), 
because definite cost figures, such as cost per sourced SCF 02 vs. cost to 
generate 02, can be quoted, and savings calculated based on that. This may be 
done without taking into account issues such as added labour, added burden, 
electricity costs, compressor capacity losses, cost of capital, etc. By doing this, 
the plant engineer can make the CIP look even better. Cost saving suggestions 
which gauge less quantifiable concepts such as reduced injuries, etc. (even 
though they may be very real and significant) are harder to write-up and get 
approved. 
Although basically a financially flawed method of gauging savings performance, 
simple payback is most often used to initially gauge a project's worthiness. Any project 
with a capital investment under 1-2% of the yearly capital expenditure budget, and a 
payback under one-year usually gets an easy approval. Under two or three years may 
need further review, but if the principle looks sound, and the company secure 
financially, it may get approved. 
• Customized machine sales to professional industrial locations are not necessarily easy. 
There are very specific purchasing and technical specifications that need to be met, and 
engineers will invariably want to modify any 'standard' machines. In addition, once 
installed, these same engineers will want further revisions, and will not rest until it runs 
perfectly in their own opinion. Many visits and meetings will be required. Inevitably, there 
will be discussions as to how much extra work the machine vendor will need to perform 
gratis in order to satisfy the engineer. If friction results, a vendor can very quickly get a 
bad reputation because plant engineers have a well established information network. 
• If there is a need for servicing, especially if the plant operation depends on the oxygen 
supply, servicing will need to be effective and immediate 
• Plant engineers are traditionally very, very conservative. Many will not risk shutting down 
a plant's operations just to save on operating expenses. Keep in mind that these are the 
people who will have to actually make it work, regardless of how much the financial or 
purchasing departments may like an idea. In some applications, it may be best to 
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approach a plant with redundant, parallel, or incremental systems, rather than a one-
time complete system. 
• Many multi-location, multi-national industrial companies have 'Best-Methods' programs, 
whereby if one plant location discovers a way to reduce it costs, it is shared with the 
other plant managers at quarterly reviews. If management likes the concept, and the 
technology is transferable across the company, it may be budgeted for every applicable 
location. Therefore, good service, and satisfactory results in one location can lead to 
greater future sales within an organization. 
Customer Cost Benefit Analysis 
A customer cost-benefit analysis for the product range that Arbor Research Corporation 
offers was conducted, and under the following categories: 
• Appendix C: HP System (99% oxygen purity) replacing bulk liquid 
• Appendix D: HP System (99% oxygen purity) replacing cylinders 
• Appendix E: HP System (99% oxygen purity) replacing cylinders (requiring a cylinder 
filling station) 
• Appendix F: HE System (93+/- 2% oxygen purity) replacing bulk liquid 
• Appendix G: HE System (93+/- 2% oxygen purity) replacing cylinders (requiring a 
cylinder filling station) 
• Appendix H: HP System self-contained in a sea shipping container 
• Appendix I: HE System self-contained in a sea shipping container 
For each category, the following calculations were performed for each Arbor Research 
Corporation model: 
• A simple payback calculation was performed (not taking into account the capital costs) 
• A more complex payback was performed, taking into account the cost of capital and 
customary amortization periods for various industries. It is assumed that manufacturing 
locations will amortize over ten years, and mines or oil rigs over three-five years 
• Please note that these calculation spreadsheets are for comparison purposes only 
(between particular model offerings), and may not accurately reflect actual operating 
costs depending on the actual operating environment parameters such as oxygen 
requirements, cost, electricity cost, etc. A different, detailed, spreadsheet has been 
developed for the express purpose of developing customer-specific paybacks and unit 
sizing 
The categories were sorted in terms of best paybacks, based on under one-year, or under 
two-year payback periods, and the following conclusions were reached: 
1. (Most obvious): The greater the prevailing oxygen price, the better the generating 
payback. In Canada, this means generally that the more remote the location, the higher 
the oxygen price, and the less the oxygen supply competition, and therefore the better 
the payback 
2. (Also very obvious): The larger the customer's oxygen needs (and correspondingly 
larger capacity machine required), the shorter the payback 
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3. In all cases, HE systems replacing bulk systems (assuming the customer has 
compressor capacity) had the best paybacks, at any current oxygen price (with simple 
paybacks ranging from 6 to 24 months) 
4. Next, HE Sea-Container systems, due to the high cost of oxygen in remote locations, 
were attractive (with paybacks ranging from 4 to 14 months). Although the larger units 
were included in the cost comparisons, it is unlikely that any customer would ever need 
greater than the 24-hour/day output of an HE/HE 2 or 3 
5. Next, HP sea-Container Systems, again, due to the high cost of remote oxygen, (with 
simple paybacks ranging from 8 to 26 months) 
6. Next, HE cylinder filling stations replacing cylinders, (with simple paybacks ranging from 
32 to 12 months) 
7. Next, piped HP systems replacing cylinders, (with simple paybacks ranging from 34 to 
16 months) 
8. HP cylinder filling stations, for non-remote industrial applications, replacing either bulk 
liquid or cylinders, were not economically feasible 
9. The simple payback and complicated payback sorting mirrored each other, with the 
simple paybacks being shorter 
10. HE3 capacity and below machines never attained under a one year payback 
11. The payback is very dependent on the cylinder rental fee or service fee that a company 
is currently paying to the oxygen supply company. Generally, the smaller users have 
less bargaining power and subsequently pay greater oxygen prices and rental fees. 
However, some areas of Canada are so competitive that even the minor users pay little 
or no fees beyond the raw oxygen cost. This, in addition to the absolute variability of 
contract conditions from customer-to-customer, requires that before actual cost 
efficiency can be determined, customer paybacks must be evaluated on a case-by-case 
basis with all applicable variables taken into account 
12. The exchange rate between the US and Canadian dollar, as well as the 'discount factor 
from list price' affect the cost effectiveness greatly. Of course, the weaker the Canadian 
dollar against the US dollar, the less attractive the systems look 
Cost-efficiency inspection: 
1. The companies requiring larger the machines should be targeted, because: 
• They look more attractive to the customer 
• They have better profit margins 
• They are better able to cover the higher costs-of-sale 
• Larger companies should already have plant compressors 
2. Companies that don't require 99% purity oxygen are more feasible sales targets 
3. Any company requiring enough 99% oxygen such that it is in the feasible payback range 
would have most likely have already converted to bulk liquid oxygen supply, thus making 
the payback greater than with cylinder use 
4. In addition to a plant's bulk needs, many plants have maintenance departments or small 
work-benches that require the periodic use of portable oxygen cylinders for 
oxyacetylene cutting or brazing. The HE or HP cylinder filling stations that could supply 
both a plant's bulk and cylinder oxygen needs only become cost effective at very high 
usage (never for the HP, HE7 and above. This would suggest that: 
• Companies requiring high purity oxygen in cylinders are not appropriate 
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• Companies that require oxygen in bulk low-purity amounts, as well as in 
cylinders for only occasional oxyacetylene cutting, where the cutting quality is not 
paramount, are only appropriate in HE7 capacities and above. 
5. Very large facilities that perform mainly MIG-welding will tend to use oxygen (2% oxygen 
of an oxy / argon shielding gas mix), where the relative purity is unimportant, however 
they would have to be an unbelievably large facility to require greater than an HE3 
system. 
Based on the above conclusions, the best industrial target companies are: 
1. Large brazing or soldering manufacturers with requirements greater than an HE3 
2. Any remote facility where the oxygen price is $0.10/SCF or greater: 
• If requiring a cylinder filing station: HP6C or HE3C or greater 
• If only requiring bulk delivery: HP2 or HE1 or greater17 
With remote manufacturing facilities, two basic trends may emerge: they will tend to 
be smaller companies, and the costs of sale to these remote locations will be 
higher. It is unlikely that anything greater than an HE3/HP2 could be sold to an 
individual company. Thus to compensate for the high sale cost / low machine 
margin combination, the machines should be sold at a lower discount. This is 
made possible by the higher oxygen prices still generating acceptable paybacks. 
Currently, the remote locations such as Yellowknife, NWT will tend to have only 
one or few oxygen suppliers. 
3. Any steel-cutting company where cutting-quality is relatively unimportant, such as scrap-
steel, structural-steel, facilities with only hand-torch cutting, and not automatic CNC 
cutting machines, muffler shops 
4. Any steel-cutting company, such as ship-building (who also service oil & gas platform 
pontoon, etc. construction) where the total steel-cutting is so large that a generator can 
be justified. 
5. Any location with supply difficulties where a sea-container system is appropriate 
whether HP or HE 
Canadian Industrial Concentrations 
Industry within Canada tends to be concentrated within the following basic areas: 
• Vancouver 
• Calgary / Edmonton 
• Regina 
• Winnipeg 
• Windsor to Toronto / Golden Horseshoe 
• Montreal to Quebec City 
• Halifax / St. John / Moncton 
17 
Depending on the choice of distribution/service method, these smaller machines may be 
uneconomical to sell in remote locations. The threshold to be determined pending distribution 
determination. However in remote locations, almost any size industrial user of more than the 




Market Segment: Water 
Aquaculture (Fish Farming): 
The Aquaculture industry within Canada could be characterized by the following traits: 
• Stronger In British Columbia and the east Coast than in the Central Provinces 
• Entering a competitive phase in the product life cycle 
• Fragmented structure, with few large-scale producers who are technically advanced, 
and many smaller, less sophisticated farms 
• Uneducated as to the benefits and economics of technical innovation, and suffering 
from clearly defined sources of information and technical expertise 
• Served by a disorganized and undefined distribution network 
• Entering a shakedown period whereby the smaller producers will have to expand and 
increase technical innovation in order to compete effectively with the larger producers 
(such as ShurGain18) moving in 
• Industry growth rates are in the 10-15% range, and expected to grow steadilv throuqh 
the year 2000 
• Strongly encouraged by the Canadian federal Government. 
• There are two major classes of hatcheries: 
• Provincial (government-run) hatcheries are for mainly re-stocking programs. For 
fish produced for the purpose of stocking lakes and streams, it is commonly 
believed that raising fingerlings under low density conditions increases the 
fishes' chances of survival in the wilds. Thus, the high-density benefits of using 
oxygen are not necessarily desired. 
• Private hatcheries for either commercial consumption fingerling production, or for 
private-pond re-stocking 
• Currently, Canadian aquaculture is a $300 million industry, projected to grow to $680 
million by the year 2000. This represents roughly 17% of the commercial fisheries sector 
of the economy. With the increased over-fishing and moratoriums on fishing on both the 
east and west coasts, Canada is looking to Aquaculture as a means of sustaining the 
important Canadian fishing Industry. It should be noted, however, that although the 'talk' 
of government support is high, very little useful help has been so far noticed. 
• The Canadian Aquaculture Supplies and Services industry is currently at $270 million, 
and projected to increase to $560 million by the year 2000 
• Experiencing friction from environmental activists mostly in BC, but may eventually 
spread to other Provinces as well 
• Oxygen use in Fish production is: 
• Estimated to be roughly 15-20% penetration 
• Not as universally adopted due the abundance of trout and salmon production 
(cold-water fish) 
• In spite of the Canada's abundance of freshwater lakes ands streams, it appears 
that the major fish farming operations are located within relative population 
concentration areas, and thus utilize pumped well water to a certain degree. This 
ShurGain is a worldwide food producer, primarily a grain distributor, who is looking to vertically 
integrate its operations from feed-to-fish production, among other segments 
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opens up the need for re-circulation systems to control costs, and oxygenation of 
the potentially oxygen-poor underground water. 
• Oxygen Generator Use is: 
• Economical in all areas, regardless of local price, due to their continuos 
operation and compatibility with low-purity oxygen 
• Suffering from lack of education as to its benefits 
• Largely dominated by AirSep and OnSite products 
• Regardless of the type of fish produced (cold water vs. warm ), or system used 
(closed vs. pass-through), hatcheries still have a need for oxygen production due 
to the fact that they will always need to control the water conditions and 
fluctuations closely for the less durable fingerlings. Ozone generators are used 
to purify hatchery water (another source Of the need for oxygen generators), and 
oxygen generators can be used for the largely indoor hatchery applications. 
In all cases there is a use for oxygen in the transport from the hatcheries to the farms, 
however this is an impractical application for generators for the following reasons: 
• The air feed requirements are unable to be met with the power output of the trucks 
• The short seasonal use of these trucks prohibits any large capital investments 
There is some development into transport oxygen generators, although they are 
currently not completely developed. It is hoped that the increased consumer desire 
for fresh seafood, coupled with the consistency of aquaculture production and 
increased use of live fish tanks in restaurants and grocery stores will develop the 
transport industry such to the point that the trucks can be utilized year-round. 
• Due to the relative lack of education and expertise within the aquaculture industry, and 
due to the need for a farmer to marry an oxygen generator with supplemental equipment 
such as diffusers, compressors, ozone generators, etc., the existence of consultants 
and full-service distributors is important to driving adoption of these higher-technology 
farming techniques. Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc., the undisputed leader in aquaculture 
supply and distribution, also offers education classes and constancy services, As well, 
their rather complete catalogue offers short educational tips within each product section. 
This catalogue offers mainly AirSep products within its catalogue. Another major east 
Coast distributor, Valox, out of Fredericton, NB, carries OnSite generators, as well as 
being the Canadian distributor for Aquatic Eco-Systems' products. 
The proper distribution of oxygen generators to the aquaculture must have as well a 
service element attached to it, that offers 24-hour, fast response service. If problems 
arise with these systems, the lives of fish are at stake, and farmers will not accept slow 
turnaround. The Vaiox distributor praises OnSite's 24-hour service response time. 
• One novel method that Valox uses to overcome user mistrust and lack of 
education: they place a machine in a portion of the farm's operation, keeping any 
oxygen backup system intact. The machine is not sold to the user; instead the 
oxygen produced is sold to the user at a price somewhere between the delivered 
rate and the actual cost of operation. These payments are attributed towards the 
purchase, something similar to a rent-to-own situation. This way, the distributor 
sells places and eventually sells a machine, makes a profit on the oxygen sold, 
and the farmer gets to see the benefits of cheaper oxygen production at no risk 
to themselves. 
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35. British Columbia: 
The British Columbia Aquaculture industry is currently under great pressure from the 
environmentalist movement, due to pollution and political concerns. A coalition of the Native 
Indigenous Tribes, environmentalists, and ocean fishermen have mounted considerable 
governmental support against the industry. There has been a moratorium on any new 
hatchery sites being added to the province, so it is possible that the existing producers may 
want to expand their existing facilities with higher yield systems, or add non-polluting re-
circulation systems. The trend of the BC industry is for the fish farms to becoming more 
vertically integrated, which out of the (18) existing farms, may spell some additional systems 
being created. 
• Currently, there are (4) or (5) oxygen generator being used by the hatcheries. They 
were all distributed by Point Four Systems, of Vancouver, and are AirSep 160 / 450's. 
AirSep was originally chosen due to their aggressive advertising, and Point Four 
approached them to be their east coast distributor. It was the Point-Four Rep's opinion 
that due to the environmental regulation, the Oxygen generating market in BC is 
currently stagnant to shrinking. 
• Current economics make oxygen generators very cost efficient as compared to 
delivered oxygen. 
• 98% of British Columbia's Aquaculture Industry is devoted to Ocean farmed Salmon 
• The other 2% is devoted to fragmented, small trout farms for sport fishing purposes 
• There are a total of (7) hatcheries within the province to support the (mainly) salmon 
industry: 
• (3) are Commercial ventures 
• (4) are provincial Fisheries and Oceans Facilities used for stocking lakes and streams 
All hatcheries utilize free-flowing, aerated ponds. Ozone generators are used to purify some 
of the hatchery feed water, but all are atmospheric air-fed. 
36. Alberta: 
The Alberta aquaculture industry is small, with the following characteristics: 
• Roughly (12) small indoor commercial ventures use groundwater feed and produce 
mostly trout for stocking small farm ponds and streams 
• These locations are spread widely across the province 
• There are (4) provincial ministry hatcheries located in Briarmore, Calgary, Cold Lake, 
Caroline (Rocky Mountain House) that produce 4 million trout fingerlings per year for 
use in stocking lakes and streams for sport-fishing purposes 
• These all use aeration towers, with high freshwater flows 
• Due to the cost of year-round heating and electricity, the water (groundwater at 4 
degrees Celsius) is kept relatively cold 
• Nobody is currently using oxygen, or oxygen generators 
37. Saskatchewan: 
Saskatchewan's commercial aquaculture industry centers mainly on providing fingerlings for 
use in stocking small ponds with rainbow trout for roughly 2500 individual locations. 
Most of these are homeowners or farmers that stock their ponds as a hobby. Since 















59. Ozone Generation for Water Treatment 
Pursuing the ozone generation market for water treatment facilities is not recommended 
for the following reasons: 
• Capital Investment funds are in short supply 
• Ozone Purification is not currently well understood or adopted 
• Ozone generation is not cost effective as compared to the industry standard-
Chlorination 
• There are no existing Canadian health regulations that would force the adoption 
of ozone purification 
• Recommendations: 
• Keep abreast of developments on Cryptosporidium, and whether or not ozone 
treats it 
• Keep current on the provincial health standards for allowable THM levels 
• Establish and maintain a relationship with the major water treatment engineering 
forms that serve the Canadian Market, which may lead to any available water 
treatment or wastewater applications 
• Consider regional penetration of the Quebec market only through other 
distribution connections 
60. Wastewater Sludge Enrichment 
Pursuing the wastewater treatment market is not recommended for the following reasons-
• Industry decision makers are of the opinion that except in special circumstances 
oxygen is not cost efficient vs. air. True or not, the industry perception is as such 
• Praxair has already tried to sell the market and so far been unsuccessful 
• The market is limited, both in new and upgraded facilities. New facilities rarefy 
occur, and the industry trend has been to expand aeration techniques, rather 
than adding oxygen for expansion of capacity 
• Recommendations: 
• Keep in touch with the industry for upcoming facility plans under special 
circumstances through membership and representative networks through 
membership in the Equipment Suppliers Association branch of the National 
Water and Environment Federation. If desired, this show occurs everv vear 
usually in the US. 
• Try to leverage any associations maintained for the ozone market with industry 
engineering consultants, who most likely handle or know of the wastewater 
developments as well 
61. Aquaculture 
Pursuit of the aquaculture market segment is recommended for the following reasons-
• It is a growth industry, widely recognized to expand steadily at least throuqh the 
year 2000 
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• The vastness of Canada is not really an issue, as the most attractive region is 
eastern Canada, which can be reasonably covered with few distribution/service 
points 
• As larger food producers enter the market, and existing producers become more 
professional and vertically integrated in order to stay competitive, the need for 
oxygen generators will grow at a faster pace than the general industry 
• For what its worth, within the eastern region, it has strong government support 
• It is at an attractive stage of the industry/product life-cycle: Past its infancy and 
gaining momentum. Current adoption of oxygen is in the 15-20% range. 
Following the agricultural industry-life cycle, farms will have to get larger and 
more efficient in order to compete. Although there is general awareness of the 
use of oxygen, it needs to be further reinforced through education. In a 
somewhat crowded competitive market, education of these benefits and savings 
can be used to distinguish Arbor Research Corporation's products from the 
others 
• There are a captive, finite number of trade distribution and advertising channels. 
Although most of the major channels are currently committed to competitor's 
products, as the industry grows, and smaller service/distribution channels 
expand, there will be room to accept the Arbor Research Corporation line 
• With proper distributors, the eastern Market could be reasonably managed 
through the Arbor Research Corporation offices with a single sales-resource. 
• There is an opportunity to package the product through joint agreements with 
compatible companies' products, such as diffusers, blowers, etc. 
• Current competitive presence is not aggressive or noticeably professional or 
properly positioned. There seems to be a lack of 'organized' aggressiveness in 
this industry, with the competition treating it as a tertiary market for their 
products. 
• Advertising through trade journals can be expected to reach a high percentage 
of the market, and yet rates are reasonable 
• Aquaculture advertising tends to be more North American in scope rather than 
just Canada or US. therefore awareness gained in Canada will benefit the US 
market, and visa-versa. 
• Arbor Research Corporation has a cooperative Canadian success story for which 
to reference 
• There is an opportunity for inventive terms of sale in order to boost adoption 
• Requirements are for HE systems, which are much more cost effective. Due to 
the continuously-running usage, and relatively rural locations of the farms, the 
prevailing oxygen prices are not necessarily a factor in justifying the systems. 
Under almost all conditions, the generators are cost-effective 
• The most immediate need for the systems are hatcheries. As farms consolidate 
and vertically-integrated, the growth-pond applications will be introduced to 
existing technology as well, easing adoption 
. Fish farms are not currently saddled with the supply/distribution issues that may 
arise with other industrial customers, such as common welding/gas suppliers, 
long-term contracts, etc. 
. Although currently, the machine capacity required is small, it can be expected to 
increase as farms consolidate and grow. In addition, through education, the 
benefits of central systems can be advertised. The lower-end Arbor Research 
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Corporation machines that may be most suitable for farms (HE3+), are the tried-
and-true designs. 
• If Arbor Research Corporation decides to mass-produce POGS, the aquaculture 
industry offers an attractive market to sell some of them in, especially if the 
CADET is refined. 
• Preliminary Recommendations: 
• Alliances must be forged with area aquaculture distributors, and aquaculture 
consultants 
• If possible, the outfitting of the food-processing giants should be targeted 
• Arbor Research Corporation must get into an aquaculture catalogue ASAP (i.e. : 
'Aquaculture Supply', Florida farms Inc.) 
• A professional approach to devising printed material advertising copy should be 
followed, and used to create awareness 
• It is possible, that in the pursuit of alternative market segments within Canada, 
Arbor Research Corporation's Aquaculture 'department' can be managed from a 
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